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Term 3!!!
Dear Parents
The end of our third year at Baobuyu Learning Center and we think it was the most successful year yet! 30 pupils
with a whole lot of amazing activities buzzing at the school.
This term was exciting from start to finish. September brought us the heat. That it did, but gave us an opportunity to
introduce a lot of water play activities at the school. Needless to say, that was when the kids were the happiest. A
great way to cool down and learn at the same time.
Teacher Mwaka joined our team as teacher for our junior class and she brought with her some incredible exciting
visual activities to enhance our young ones minds. Her class has
been learning shapes, colours, numbers, letters, about our
community, holidays and so much more.
They all had a spectacular year.
Teacher Sharon’s class absolutely
bloomed with knowledge. Letters,
numbers, sounds, creative art
projects and the list is endless. They
are more than ready to reach the senior class
next year. Teacher Tammy’s class was also filled with activity. This
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term the Fab 4 learned to read 50 new words and was able to put them in
sentences. They also learned about the lifecycle of bees and butterfly’s,
the wonders of the world and the solar system. Their brains have indeed
doubled In size.
Baobuyu Learning Center had also introduced Mwandi’s first ever
Recycling Center where the community can now recycle their plastics and
organic material so that they could be put to good use instead of littering
our roads and waters.
Visitors have continued to come and grow our school with so many new and
exciting resources. More activities for bigger brains. We have received 7 new
tablets from Canada and our mini computer lab has now grown to a total of
12 computers. That means a whole lot of computer learning is happing at the
school and most our students can now work on the computers independently.
This year we learned a lot about animals in Africa and especially about their
importance in our world. So, we only thought it was fitting to take our tour
at Mukuni Big 5. We saw lions, caracles, and cheetahs all close up and
personal. We had an incredible time face painting, blowing bubbles, having
a picnic and just hanging out at the park. A day that they will never forget.
It’s bittersweet as we will be sad to see them go, but we are so excited
announce a huge congratulations to the 5 who will be graduating this year
from our school and moving on to Grade 1. Congratulations to Wisdom,
Annetty, Dessy, Blessing and Getrude. You’ve worked extremely hard this
year and you are ready for your next adventure in life.
If you are not following us already, just a reminder that we have an
amazing Facebook page filled with what’s happening at the
school.. Check us out at Baobuyu Learning Center.

Thank you once again for choosing our school and we really appreciate
it. Have a safe and happy holiday and see you again next year!
Warm Regards, Tammy
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